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PREFACE

Th ey say you can’t judge the contents of a book by its cover. In this 

instance, however, the cover says exactly what I want it to; 

Th at we need to live our life to its fullest regardless of the circumstances.

Sometimes in the midst of our everyday there may just be a nasty 

accident waiting to happen. It might bite off  your leg, or it may just 

swim past. Th at reality cannot change the way we live.

How many times have we stepped off  the curb at precisely the right 

time to miss the accident that happened a few minutes or even seconds 

later? How many times have we made a split second decision, which 

either avoided a horrible circumstance or caused one!

Th ings don’t always work out for the best. Th ings don’t always go 

the way we hoped. Bad things sometimes do happen to good people. 

Th is book is about that.

So what is with that photo then? Th at’s me Jeff  Ryan (or depending 

who you are in my life; Jeff ro, Frother, Jeff rother, ElHefe, Fro). Anyway, 

that is me surfi ng at my local spot recently when an unexpected “visitor” 

swam up to me as I paddled to catch a wave.
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Yes, that “visitor” was a shark… and yes, I’m sure he was thinking 

that I was the “visitor”. I have spent a lot of time in the ocean but I have 

never really been too worried about sharks. I know that they can be 

dangerous; I know that they are in the water with me, but somehow I 

always feel protected. Like we are both supposed to be there.

Many years ago my wife, Bente, had a dream. In this dream she was 

sitting on the beach, reading a book whilst I was surfi ng. Th ere was a 

moment when she looked up from her book and saw that there were 

sharks in the water where I was surfi ng. 

Immediately she called out to God, saying, “God, get Jeff  out of 

the water!”

As clear as a bell, Bente heard a still clear voice tell her, “Jeff  is 

supposed to be in the water.”

She cried out again, “God, then get the sharks out of the water!”

Bente heard the familiar voice reply, “Th e sharks are supposed to be 

in the water.”

“Th en Lord, protect Jeff  among the sharks!” 

“I will,” the voice responded.

Bente concluded that it was probably about some business matters 

I was involved in at the time of the dream. Perhaps it was. Personally, 

though, I always loved the literal idea; that I would always be 100% safe 

from sharks in the water.

You see, I fi rmly believe that regardless of whether we happen to be 

conducting business deals, or whether we fi nd ourselves unknowingly 

surfi ng amongst sharks, God has our backs.

Recently, I was sitting on my board by myself beneath a large 

300-foot-high limestone cliff  in Indonesia. I was in the water and 

surfi ng alone.

Th e surf was probably 4-5 feet on the set waves. Th e waves were 

perfectly spaced eight to ten minutes apart for the medium sized waves 

and twelve to fi fteen minutes for the larger sets.
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As I sat there alone in the water of course I thought about the 

potential for sharks....

I thought of Bente’s dream and her interpretation of the dream, but 

overwhelmingly, I was consumed by an amazing peace.

In between waves, I found myself speaking to my maker about things 

that were most important to me: my wife, my daughter, my son, and my 

aid work around the world.

I also thought about what would happen to my message if Bente was 

right, that the dream was about business and not my divine protection 

from sharks…and I was eaten right then and there! 

As I sat there, I realized that as  long as I have breath and in 

spite of whatever happens in life (even if life doesn’t line up with my 

understanding or interpretation of how things should pan out), “YET 

will I rejoice” in the one who has placed me here on this planet.

In the following pages, I share with you stories of triumph and 

overcoming, but not forgetting the tragedy. I have come to know that 

regardless of what life serves up, “new opportunities” present themselves 

with each new day. Th ese “new opportunities” are balanced by the daily 

responsibilities each of us carries. Sadly, sometimes, bad things happen 

to good people. Th e real story is what is on the other side of disaster.

It is my hope and prayer that, as you read my story, you will be 

drawn toward the Author and Creator of all of our stories.

A man’s heart plans his way,

but the Lord directs his steps. 

(Proverbs 16:9 NKJV)
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Part 1: Live
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CHAPTER 1

Principle #1: 

Sometimes Stuff  Just Happens

Th e 15th of July 2008 started out like any other workday. I arrived 

at that day’s work site early to ensure everything was in order for the 

job to run smoothly. Always a stickler for punctuality, my Construction 

Supervisor-in-Training, Chris, was already on site when I arrived. It 

was 6:20am and no one else was around yet, so we went next door to 

grab a coff ee.

Th e weather was beautiful and the day seemed to have an air about 

it. Th e Pope was in Sydney for World Youth Day and an Opening 

Mass was being held in the inner city suburb of Barangaroo that day. 

Regardless of whether you were Catholic or not, the city was buzzing 

with the sense that something exciting was about to happen.

Our company installed concrete swimming pools, and we were 

enjoying an excellent season in business at the time. In fact, just a few 
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weeks earlier, my accountant had called a meeting with Bente, my dad 

(who was on the board), and myself. We were greeted with high-fi ves 

and congratulations because our hard work was fi nally paying off ; we 

were looking at a signifi cant profi t for the fi nancial year. Personally, I 

was also in a great place. I had just completed my Master’s degree in 

business administration and even managed to achieve the distinction 

grade average I needed to apply for a Ph.D. in microfi nance. I had 

already started the process of replacing myself in the management 

of the company in Australia, to make more time for both study and 

expansion of the company into overseas markets. Th is was one of our 

most exciting seasons!

Going back to that day, we had reached the “concreting” stage 

of constructing a swimming pool on the seventh fl oor of our client’s 

apartment building. Our client was a lovely, Greek man who had 

immigrated to Australia many years ago and worked hard to build his 

company up into one of Australia’s largest food distributors. Both Chris 

and I were a little apprehensive about the day’s work, and in particular, 

we were concerned about the timing of the concrete delivery with all that 

was happening in the city that day. Th e World Youth Day’s opening 

mass was being held only a kilometer from where our concrete was to be 

loaded into several trucks that would then arrive one after the other at 

our job site. With a number of roadblocks scheduled to be in place, the 

concrete supply company advised us that delivery could be diffi  cult if our 

task did not go exactly to plan.

Our team arrived at 6:40am. A round of coff ees was ordered while 

Chris dotted his i’s and crossed his t’s, conducting safety inductions 

with the new staff . Th e appropriate paperwork was signed, the whistle 

blew, and all on the job fl ew into action.

Th e task of pumping concrete up seven fl oors was no easy feat and 

the guys seemed to run in every direction as the pipes were arranged, 

almost beanstalk-like, to the inside of the stairwell. Th e tower of pipes 

cleverly wove their way down the stairwell to the pump truck outside.
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With the pipes connected and another round of coff ee consumed, 

the concrete arrived on site. A job that had already taken two years 

to plan and one month in construction was fi nally ready to begin. 

With a call through the intercom from the seventh fl oor, the job 

was underway.

Th ree companies were on the job site that day. Th ere was our 

company, a concrete pump company that had been employed under 

the builder’s contract to pump the concrete up seven fl oors, and our 

regular concrete spray crew company who were responsible for spraying 

the concrete to form the actual pool shell. Everyone had their own 

responsibility and the guys – at least on our team – were all experts in 

their fi eld.

For over ten years, our company’s motto was “Innovative design. 

Individually crafted.” Th is pool was indeed “innovatively designed” 

and we were prepared for the day’s process of making it “individually 

crafted.” A full steel cage and nearly fi ve hundred meters of pipe had 

been carefully installed into the pool’s unique, glass-walled overfl ow 

design. As the concrete was pumped into the pool, the spray crew used 

high-pressure air to ensure that the concrete completely covered the 

steel cage, resulting in a perfectly fi nished product.

Our commitment to the craftsmanship of the pool meant that our 

French tile setter, Andre, was ready on site, armed with samples of the 

best Italian tiles. In the coming months, Andre would precisely fi x these 

tiles to the pool’s shell that was being fashioned by the concrete spray 

crew. Today, his purpose was to ensure that the concreters attended 

to every detail in creating that concrete shell, allowing him the best 

possible opportunity to deliver a superbly tiled pool.

It was 10:20am, and the job seemed to be going very well. Th e 

concrete was on time and of good consistency, and the teams appeared 

to be working well together. Th e fi ner, more artistic decisions were 

being made during the application of the concrete and the project was 

on track to deliver a beautiful pool.
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Th e varying consistencies of concrete required from one pool 

installation to the next is one of the most important factors in swimming 

pool construction. For this job, the concrete being used was the highest 

grade available, due to the pool’s proximity to the ocean. It also had 

some additives that caused it to dry very quickly. Despite the great start 

to the job, this consistency of concrete proved to be a challenge to work 

with and caused a bit of tension between the crew on site.

As the job drew to an end, Sam from the spray crew called for the 

line to be blown out of the remaining concrete. Th ere were just over one 

and a half cubed meters of concrete in the line after the guys asked for 

them to stop pumping. Th e plan was for about one cubed meter to be 

pumped back into the pool to make up the fl oor, and for the remaining 

concrete to be sent back down to what is known as a “pumper dumper.”

As the minutes ticked away with no concrete coming through, Sam 

got more vocal, reminding Brian and Liam from the pump crew not to 

assume this was just normal concrete. Sam and his team had secured 

their two-inch pump line to the pool’s steel frame and covered it with 

boards and plastic. At around 10:40am, Brian and Liam decided to 

unhook the covered and secured two-inch line, and attach their own 

three-and-a-half-inch line. Brian took the end of the bigger pipe over 

to Sam, who was working on shaping the stairs and tried to hand it to 

him. Sam swore and said something like, “Th ere’s no way I’m holding 

onto that. You’d better get some massive ‘roidmuncher up here to hold 

onto that, or tie it down, secure it properly.”

Sam went back to working on the stairs. Brian hung the pipe over 

the side of the pool and headed to the stairwell. I ran after him to ask 

why he was leaving the pipe unsecured. Brian’s explanation of why he’d 

left the pipe like that didn’t make any sense to me. Th e entire situation 

seemed to have the potential to be very unsafe. As I returned to the side 

of the swimming pool to once again review what was happening, I heard 

a sound that still haunts me to this day.
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What happened next is a little fragmented in my memory. I 

remember returning to the edge of the pool and hearing the familiar 

sound of the lines being pumped out. It immediately freaked me out.

With the line being left out unsecured, I knew danger was imminent.

I distinctly remember the sound and the panic. I remember 

watching Jay from the spray crew grabbing the unsecured line to try 

and control where it would spray. I remember thinking, “Th at’s the 

line being pumped out!” And then, “Oh no, Jay is going to get fl ung 

off  of the roof!” 

Th en “BOOM” I heard an enormous explosion. 

And my life changed forever.

I was left groaning and motionless beside the pool and then while 

my physical body lay beside the pool battered and covered in shrapnel 

wounds, the part of my being that some (including me) call my spirit 

was instantaneously  somewhere entirely diff erent….
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CHAPTER 2

Principle #2: When Life’s Reality 

Mirror is Left Uncovered

Billy was the fi rst to discover my battered body. Billy is a good friend 

of mine; we surf together, and although he works for my company, I 

have always tried to ensure that his working responsibilities are set and 

communicated through Chris, our construction manager. Th is way Billy 

and I get to be friends without it being complicated. Billy recalls that after 

the explosion, I made a few gurgling noises before going eerily silent. 

With his friends limp and seemingly lifeless body in his arms, he felt 

hopeless. He recalls that, unsure what else to do, he said a panicked prayer 

as Chris and the other guys ran over to help. Chris later told me how the 

other guys gasped when they saw me. Th ey all thought I was dead.

I was told that each of the guys – particularly Chris – refused to 

let me pass away and began to pray fervently for me. I think the severe 

pain I later felt in my left shoulder was due to their desperate attempts 
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to shake me back to life. Chris said that time seemed to stand still as 

all this panic at the sight of my dead body continued. We learned later 

that it must have taken somewhere between fi ve and ten minutes before 

I again showed signs of life.

Imagine stepping into the path of a cannon ball of shrapnel fi red 

from point blank range! Th e unsecured four-inch pipe had turned toward 

me like a garden hose left on at full force and completely unattended. 

Unfortunately, this hose was large and full not of water but rather 

concrete. Th e explosion and the concrete shrapnel  hit me square in the 

face at extreme pressure. I have a vague recollection of making some 

groaning noises after the impact, and then – to be honest – I felt like I 

was fl oating on a cloud!

From the moment of impact, I almost immediately went somewhere 

I can only explain as a place of complete peace. It felt as though I was 

lying on a cloud at a slight angle with my head down and my feet 

up. Visually, it was like a massively long, spacious white tunnel. As I 

fl oated through this tunnel, I was certain that 100% of my mind was 

being utilized, yet my entire mental capacity was consumed by an 

overwhelming peace, as I was greeted by my wife Bente, my daughter 

Lisa, and my son Tim. I later told someone that if you were going to 

have a severe accident, the place that I visited was the place to go! Th e 

sense of peace was all consuming. I think diff erently about it now, given 

that my psychologist – a professional who is used to dealing with death 

and near-death experiences – explained to me that it is called the “foyer” 

of the ever after!

I came out of this sense of peace to the cries and screams of my fellow 

workers who were frantic over my physical appearance. Th e state of my 

face, eyes and broken teeth was clearly frightening. My injuries were 

extreme. Th e photos taken at the time show hundreds of shrapnel marks 

on my face and severe damage to my eyes that meant, at the time of the 

accident, they were the most urgent issue. Th e guys began pouring water 

over my face and were soon assisted by two paramedics who arrived in 
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an ambulance. Th e y continued to apply water to my eyes and cut me free 

from my clothing, giving them room to tend to my injuries.

I remember shaking uncontrollably as my body temperature 

plummeted. Bente remembers seeing notes on my chart in the 

Emergency Department at the hospital recording my body temperature 

at just 34.6 degrees Celsius (94.28 F).

 




